Evidence for an intraclonal random shift between two types of cell cycle times in an embryonal carcinoma cell line.
In a recent paper we reported the discovery of an intraclonal bimodal-like cell cycle time variation within the multipotent embryonal carcinoma (EC) PCC3 N/1 line growing in the exponential phase in the undifferentiated state. The variability was found to be localized in the G1 period. Furthermore, an inverse relation between cell size and cell generation time was found in the cell system analysed. It was suggested that the bimodal-like intraclonal time variability previously reported was attributable to an intraclonal shift between two types of cell-growth-rate cycles and that the cell-growth cycle has a supramitotic character, being dissociated from the DNA-division cycle. The growth rate heterogeneity in the cell population was found to need three cell cycles to reach full dispersion in time. This was assumed to be due to a decreased inheritance from sister cell pairs to second cousin cell pairs. Thus, the interesting feature is that in one and the same multipotent cell line there was evidence for an intraclonal instability with a random shift between two types of cell cycle differing in the duration of their G1 period.